
MECHANICS SIMPLIFICATION and the ACT ANALYSIS 

PUNCTUATION CONCEPTS (90% of the problems) 

*Punctuating between sentences: 

Usually place periods between two Independent Clauses (IC’s) unless the 2nd IC is closely connected—then use a 

semicolon. 

Only use a comma if a coordinating conjunction joins these two IC’s. 

**Punctuating within a sentence: 

Usually place a comma after a group of words coming before an IC and use no comma if this group comes after the IC (D 

and F exceptions). If this group of words is found in the middle of an IC, then place commas on both sides of this “group” 

(G exception). 

Place a comma after transitions/introductory elements found at a sentence’s beginning and before transitions/ending 

elements that come at a sentence’s end.  

Use no comma before a coordinating conjunction unless the latter is in a series of three or more—and unless an IC is 

found on both sides of it (C exception). 

***Know/understand rules K, L, and M. 

MAIN GRAMMAR CONCEPTS (75% of problems) 

*Be clear as to what words are being referred to in sentences (no ambiguous pronouns/nouns). 

**Avoid agreement errors (subject/verb and noun/pronoun reference errors). 

***Be consistent with the use of verb tenses and parallel structures. 

****Be able to “hear” the correct “case” by replacing comparable words (whom with him) or by omitting certain words 

(Jack and she/her went home becomes She/her went home). 

ACT ANALYSIS: 

A. Approximately 70% of the ACT involves grammar/punctuation concepts (and all of these concepts can be 

found/referenced on the one-page (front/back) grammar as well as punctuation handouts). 

B. Approximately 30% of the ACT involves using 5 basic writing/reading strategies, which include 

 1. choosing the most concise version if this is mechanically correct otherwise 

 2. choosing the most descriptive version if this is mechanically correct otherwise 

 3. choosing the most logical option (i.e. which version best concludes the main idea of the paragraph) 

 4. choosing the one option that’s different from the other three (which are basically the same) 

 5. choosing the correct word choice (than/then, affect/effect, etc.) 


